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Addendum #2: 
 
Can you please confirm on type of camera specs? 
Camera Camera Spec: WV-S2511LN 
PTZ Camera Camera Spec: WV-SW397B 
360 Camera Camera Spec: WV-SW458 
 
Are you sure it is 50 Micron for Single Mode? 
The fiber type is 9 Micron Single mode for Liberty and Holt High School (Superior Essex 110063D01 
(Outdoor) and Superior Essex 44006x101 (Indoor, for the “x”, please use what is best for scope of 
work)).  Fiber cannot be spliced. If outdoor and indoor plant is used, terminations must be made into 
Leviton wall mount box (5WSML-02C) utilizing bulk heads (Leviton 5F100-6LC). 
 
Can you please verify the labelling scheme? 
The selected vendor will have a meeting prior to install to discuss the correct labelling scheme for the 
patch panel and network drops. 
 
Will the cable runs need a biscuit jack or a direct connection to the camera? 
All network cable runs shall be terminated in a Leviton wall plate (41080-1IS) or Leviton biscuit jack 
(41089-1IP). 
 
Can the district provide life safety drawings for the various schools defining if there will 
be penetrations to fire walls? 
The district will provide additional maps with fire walls to the vendor selected for the project.  Please 
plan on 50 fire walls (though could be less or more). 
 
PRE drawing shows an 11th camera outside room F21 that is not on the bid sheet.  Add 
to bid sheet or delete from drawing? 
Remove F21 from map...the spreadsheet is correct. 
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DUE drawing is missing camera #1 and shows a 10th & 11th cameras that are not on the 
bid sheet.  Add to bid sheet or delete from drawing ? 
Both have been corrected...there should be 10 cameras total for DUE. 
 
SCE drawing shows two cameras inside a square that are not on the bid sheet.  Add to 
bid sheet or delete from drawing? 
The map is correct...the spreadsheet has been corrected. 
 
WBE drawing shows two cameras inside a square that are not on the bid sheet.  Add to 
bid sheet or delete from drawing? 
The map is correct...the spreadsheet has been corrected. 
 
PH bid sheet has Camera #7 but it does not show on the drawing.  Add to drawing or 
delete from bid sheet? 
Both are correct...Camera #6 and #7 are side by side cameras. 
 
TRANS, Specify camera mount & or corner mount for 360° cameras. 
The mount shall be an Outdoor Wall Mount Bracket (PWM484S, may be similar). 
 
TRANS, Confirm the wireless camera #13 on the East pole has been deleted. 
Correct, wireless camera has been removed.  No wireless cameras for this RFB. 
 
SS, Outside Camera Loading Dock is not shown on drawing and there is an Inside 
building camera on the drawing by the print shop that is not on the bid sheet.  Add to bid 
sheet or delete from drawing? 
The spreadsheet is correct...the map has been updated. 
 
THS football field map shows 7 cameras, bid sheet shows 2 + 2 wireless.  Please clarify 
quantity (6?), locations & confirm they are not wireless. 
 The map shows 6 cameras, which is correct.  The spreadsheet has been updated to reflect the 
correct quantity. 
 
Spec Section 3, 6 states "Vendor will provide and install in each camera a 2GB SD card".  
Provide specification for card.  Eg:  Brand, Class #, speed, High endurance, etc. as price 
and performance vary greatly. 
Preferred specs… 
SanDisk, but other brands will be accepted 
2 GB (Must) 
SDHC (Must) 
95 MB/s 
Class 10 
 


